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Epoxy/alumoxane and epoxy/boehmite nanocomposites: cure
behavior, thermal stability, hardness and fracture surface
morphology
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Abstract Functionalized nanostructures such as, boehm-

ite, salicylate alumoxane (Sal-A) and p-hydroxybenzoate

alumoxane (PHB-A), were studied in varying amounts with

respect to curing behavior, thermal stability, hardness and

fracture surface morphology of their corresponding epoxy-

based nanocomposites, emphasizing on the dispersabilities

of the nanostructures in the epoxy matrix and the potential

mechanisms of the interactions between various species.

TG–DTA, Vickers hardness test and SEM were used to

characterize the composite specimens. Addition of nano-

structures into the epoxy matrix accelerated the curing

process. The experimental tests proved that Sal-A acted

most effectively as a co-curing agent through the autocat-

alytic curing process of the epoxy resin and also produced

the highest values of Vickers hardness in its corresponding

nanocomposites. The presence of the nanostructures also

lowered the heat of reaction in curing process with an

exception of PHB-A containing nanocomposites. Thermal

stability of the nanocomposites was improved due to

existence of the functionalized nanostructures. Mecha-

nisms are proposed for the possible interactions between

various species, constructing the three types of nanocom-

posites, divided into positive and negative types. The

functional groups on the surfaces of the nanostructures not

only facilitated chemical interactions with the polymer

matrix but also improved their dispersion in the epoxy

matrix. Dispersability tendency of the nanostructures in the

epoxy matrix was of the order: boehmite \ PHB-A \ Sal-

A. Extent of agglomeration of the nanostructures in the

epoxy matrix depended on the types of the functional

groups on their surfaces and consequently, their interac-

tions with the epoxy matrix and hardener.
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Introduction

Application of polymer nanocomposites as engineering

materials has become state of the art so that, improve-

ment of their properties is most important for further

development of high performance nanocomposites [1].

Incorporation of rigid inorganic fillers into various

polymers is a well-known technique to reduce the cost

and to modify the specific properties of polymers such as

modulus, toughness, thermal, electrical, viscosity and so

on [2–4]. The effect of fillers on properties of compos-

ites depends on their level of loading, shape, particle

size, aggregate size, surface characteristics and degree of

dispersion. Flame-retardant epoxy resin nanocomposites

reinforced with silica nanoparticles were prepared at

different nanoparticle loading levels. The surface func-

tionality of the silica nanoparticles was manipulated by

the phosphoric acid (H3PO4)-doped conductive polyani-

line (PANI) via a surface initiated polymerization (SIP)

method. The heat release rate peak of the epoxy filled

with functionalized silica nanoparticles dropped dramat-

ically with increases in functionalized silica particle

loadings, comparable with flame-retardant performance

from the phosphoric acid-doped PANI [5]. Magnetic

graphene (Gr) nanocomposites (Gr nanosheets coated

with iron core and iron oxide shell nanoparticles, named

Gr/Fe@Fe2O3) successfully served as nanofillers for
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